
Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 25A 

outstanding boundary stout mountainous counselor coward journey 

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the 
activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1.  A person who gives advice to others:_________________________(counselor, mountainous) 

2.  Going from one place to another, usually a longer distance – a trip:_________________(stout, journey) 

3.  Having many mountains - huge in size:___________________________(stout, mountainous) 

4.  To stand out from others – excellence - superior:_________________________(coward, outstanding) 

5.  A line that marks a border:_________________________(outstanding, boundary) 

6.  A person who lacks courage when facing danger:______________________(counselor, coward) 

7.  Being brave, bold or determined – sturdy – thick - solid:_______________________(stout, coward) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be Careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. This person would offer advice on how to confront problem situations: _____________________ 

9. An antonym for the word “brave” :_____________________ 

10. If you take the time to do an excellent job on something it will most likely be this:________________ 

11. The strong weight lifter has a very thick and solid physical appearance:____________________ 

12. The United States grew in the 1850’s when people traveled west by covered wagon:______________ 

13. The football field has a white line around it that defines the playing field area:_________________ 

14. The Rocky mountains in the western United States or the Appalachian mountains in the eastern United 
States would have this type of terrain:___________________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. The Rocky mountains in the west would be considered more _________________ since they are larger 
and higher than the Appalachian mountains 2000 miles to the east. 

16. The _________________ to the canyon took the horseback riders two long and difficult days. 

17. The art show judge gave the painting a first place ribbon because the artist did an ______________ job. 

18. If I have a serious problem, or know of one, it is a good idea to visit the school ___________________. 

19. Body builders have a very _________________ build because they are very muscular, sturdy and solid. 

20. In the movie, “The Wizard Of Oz,” the lion called himself a _________________ because he was afraid 
of everything. 
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Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 25B 

glance stance finance fragrance ignorance ambulance acquaintance

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the 
activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1.  A very sweet or a pleasant smell:_______________________(finances, fragrance)  

2.  The way in which someone stands:____________________(stance, glance) 

3.  Lacking knowledge in general – not smart:________________________(acquaintance, ignorance) 

4.  To take a quick look at something:__________________(glance, fragrance) 

5.  The management of money and other things of value: ___________________(ambulance, finance) 

6.  Being familiar with someone, but not a good friend:_____________________(ignorance, acquaintance) 

7.  A special vehicle used to take someone to or from the hospital:_________________(stance, ambulance) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be Careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. Being completely unaware of a subject or topic is an example of this:_____________________ 

9. This is how a person might place their feet when ready to hit a baseball:____________________ 

10. I guess you could say this would be the opposite of the word stare:__________________ 

11. In an emergency, people are often transported to the hospital in this vehicle:_________________ 

12. Being careful about the things we spend money on is related to this :____________________ 

13. If you knew someone very well they would not be this:____________________ 

14. Perfume – flowers – vanilla – and even newly cut grass emit this into the air:____________________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. When the football player fell and hurt his leg the ___________________ took him to the hospital. 

16. The police asked me details about the person suspected of the crime, however, since he was only an 
__________________ and I didn’t know much about him. 

17. Being late for work, he only had time to _______________ in the mirror to see if his tie was straight. 

18. To hit the golf ball accurately, she was careful to position her feet in a proper ___________________. 

19. If you want to purchase an expensive item such as a television, its better to save up the money first.  
However, some people don’t like to wait and go to the bank to _________________ the purchase. 

20. While many perfumes manufactured today contain a mixture of over 20 different artificial chemicals,  
natural perfumes are made from essential oils of flowers and have a light and pleasant ______________.
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Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 25C 

million billion trillion onion union companion rebellion

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the 
activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. A round vegetable with a strong taste and smell:______________________ (union, onion)  

2. A number 1000 times bigger than a thousand (1 thousand x 1 thousand):_____________(million, billion)

3. A number 1000 times bigger than a million (1 thousand x 1 million):________________(trillion, billion) 

4. A number 1000 times bigger than a billion (1 thousand x 1 billion):______________(trillion, billion) 

5. Coming together because of something in common:______________________(union, companion) 

6. A person you spend time with who is most likely a friend:_________________(rebellion, companion) 

7. Refusing to accept the rules – actions taken to protest the rules:__________________(rebellion, onion) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be Careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. A one followed by nine zeros and containing 3 commas would be this:______________________ 

9. A person who in often in the company of another is this:____________________ 

10. A one follow by 6 zeros containing 2 commas would be this:_____________________ 

11. During the American Civil War from 1861 to 1865, the name for the southern army was Confederate, 
while the name for the northern army was: _____________________ 

12. This can start a war when a group is formed to oppose a government: ____________________ 

13. A one followed by 12 zeros containing 4 commas would be this:________________ 

14. When this vegetable is cut, your eyes will water due to the release of a sulfur compound which combines  
with the water in the eye to make sulfuric acid:_____________________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. A marriage is often referred to as a ___________________ between a man and woman. 

16. If you spend time with someone as a _________________, it is important that they are also a friend. 

17. Researchers using the Hubble Telescope have found that the universe (all of outer space) contains over 
one hundred ________________  galaxies. (hint: answer has 9 zeros) 

18. A typical galaxy contains between 10 ________________ and 1 trillion stars (hint: answer has 6 zeros). 

19. Research from New Jersey Medical School found _____________ compounds reduce heart disease risk. 

20. The American Revolutionary War began in 1775, about 85 years before the American Civil War, and 
was fought because of a ____________________ against British economic policies and taxes. 
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Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 25D 

department argument agreement settlement amendment government equipment

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in the 
activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. A small community of members with a common interest:_________________(settlement, argument) 

2. A section or branch of a larger group - part of the larger group:_______________(argument, department)

3. Special things needed for some purpose:_____________________(equipment, agreement) 

4. To add something to make it better:_______________________(equipment, amendment) 

5. A disagreement which is then followed by discussion or debate:_______________(agreement, argument)

6. The group which controls an organization, state or country:_________________(settlement, government)

7. When two or more people share the same thoughts or ideas:_________________(agreement, equipment) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be Careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. Examples might include a rope and truck if the job was to pull out a car stuck in sand:_____________ 

9. This is another name for a village and where early settlers of a country lived:____________________ 

10. In the United States, the main three branches include the Executive, Judicial and Legislative:_________

11. This might occur if a mother and daughter disagreed on what to wear for school:__________________ 

12. Loud arguments do not solve problems, so the father and son shook hands and said they would now 
discuss their differences calmly and listen to what the other person had to say:_________________ 

13. After the U.S. Constitution was signed in 1787, 10 changes known as the Bill of Rights were added in 
1791 to make sure citizens had certain rights.  Each change is called this: __________________ 

14. Large stores are often divided into smaller units, or sections, which sell related items:______________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. A store selling different items such as clothes, hardware and jewelry is called a ______________ store. 

16. From 1640 to the early 1700’s, the group of people known as the Puritans came to America from 
England to form colonies.  Each separate colony could also be called a ___________________. 

17. The Charter of the United Nations, signed in San Francisco, California on June 26, 1945, is an 
____________________ between many nations describing the rules they will all follow. 

18. Because of their weight, tractors and trucks would be considered examples of heavy ______________. 

19. An ___________________ to the U.S. Constitution must be agreed upon by three fourths of the states. 

20. The primary function of a ______________________ is to make laws and protect the people. 
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